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DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS, ACHARYA NAGARJUNA UNIVERSITY

Syllabus approved in the PG Board of Studies meeting held ol 29-9-2021

(w.e.f. 2021-22 under CBCS)

M.Sc. Physics (I Semester)

Paper I: MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS PHY l't
Learning Objectives:

> student should be able to understand basic theory of Complex Analysis, special

functions, Fourier series and integral transforms.

) To leam mathematical tools required to solve physical problem'

F To understand mathematical concepts related to physics

) To understand the relevance ofhigher mathematics and concepts ofphysics'

UnitJ
Beta & Gamma functions -definition, relation between them- properties'

Legendre's Differential equation: The Power series Solution-Legendre Functions ofthe first

and second kind -Generating Function- Rodrigue's formula- orthogonal Properties -
Recurrence Relations-Physical applications.

Associated Legendre equation, orthogonat properties ofAssociated Legendre's function.

Bessel's Differ-ential Equation: Power series Solution -Bessel Functions ofFirst and Second

kind- Generating Function -Orthogonal Properties -Recurrence Relations- Physical applications.

Learning Outcomes:
D To leam about basic theory of poll'nomials

F To acquire knowledge about Legendre's, Associated Legendre's and Bessel equations'

) To leam the physical applications and properties in order to solve quantitative problems

in the study ofPhYsics.

Unit-II
Hermite Differential Equation : Power series Solution-Hermite polynomials - Generating

Function-Orthogonality -Recurrence relations -Rodrigues formula- Physica[ applications.

Laguerre Differentiai equations: The Power series Solution-Cenerating Function- Rodrigue's

formula- Recurrence Relations, Orthogonal Properties- - Physical applications'

Learning Outcomes:
F To leam about basic theory of polynomials

1> To acquire knowledge about Hermite DifGrential and Laguerre Differential Equation.

)> To learn the physical applications and properties in order to solve quantitative problems

in the studY ofPhYsics

Unit-III
lntegral Transforms: Laplace transforms definition- properties-Derivative ofLaplace

traniorm- Laplace transform ofa derivative -Laplace transform ofperiodic function-

evaluation of Laplace transforms-lnverse Laplace transforms-properties- evaluation of lnverse

Laplace transforms- elementary function method- Partial fraction method- Solution of ordinary

diiferential equation by using Laplace transformation method-Fourier series- evaluation of
Fourier coeffrcients- problems-Fourier Transforms- infinite Fourier Transforms-Finite Fourier

Transforms-Properties- probl ems.
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Learning Outcomes:
D This will enable students to apply integrat transform to solve mathematical problems and used to

undersland the analysis of Fourier series.

D The students wilt be able to use Fourier transforms as an aid for analyzing different types of

waves.

Unit-IV
Complex variables: Function of complex number- definition-properties, analytic function-

Cauchy -Riemann conditions-polar form-problems, Cauchy's integral theorem, Cauchy's

integral formula- problems ,Taylor's Series-Laurent's expansion-Problems, Calculus of
Residues, cauchy's Residue theorem, Evaluation of Residues, Evaluation of contour integrals.

Learning Outcomes:
) To leam about complex algebra and Cauchy's integral theorems.

) To leam evaluation ofcontour integrals.

Unit-V
TenSor Analysis: Introduction- Contravariant, Covariant and mixed tensors - Rank ofa tensor -
symmetric and anti-symmetric tensors - Invariant tensors, Addition and multiplication oftensors,

Outer and inner products- contraction oftensors and quotient law.

Learning Outcomes:
> The students should be able to formulate and express a physical law in terms oftensors.

D To know how to simplifl tensors by using coordinate transforms.

) To understand what extenl tensom used to explain theory of relativity

Course Outcomes:

After successfully completing the course, student will be able to:

)> Understand the basic elements of complex analysis, including the important integral

theorems.

> Understand the applications special functions that are used in quantum mechanics'

) t eamed how to expand a function in a Fourier series and able to solve mathematical

problems relevant to the physical sciences.

Text rnd reference books:

l. Mathematical Methods for Physics. By G.Arfken

2. Laplace and Fourier Transforms-by Goyal and Cupta. PragatiPrakashan, Meerut

3. Matrices and Tensors for Physicists by A W.Joshi

4. Mathematical Physics byB.D.Gupta, Vikas Publishing House' New Delhi

5. Complex Variables, Schaum Series

6. Vector and Tensor Analysis, Schaum Series

7. Fundamentals of Mathematical Physics,6th Edition by A.B.Gupta, Books and Allied, Kolkata.

8. Mathematical Physics - B.S. Rajput

9. Mathematical Physics - Satya Prakash

NOTE : euestion paper contains FIVE questions with internal choice have to be set from each unit. Each

question carries 14 marks.
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DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS, ACHARYA NAGARJUNA UNIVERSITY

Syllabus approved in the PG Board ofstudies meeting held on 29-9-2021

(w.e.L 2021-22 under CBCS)

M.Sc. Physics (l Semester)
Paper II : CLASSICAL MECHANICS PHY 1.2

Course Objectives:
> Introduction to basic ideas about Newtonian mechanics

) lnitiation ofmechanical system through derivative and problematic approaches

> Study of motion of the body in different systems of equation

Unit-I (Lagrangian mechanics ;
Newtonian mechanics of one and many particle systems, Conservation laws, Constraints

and their classification, principle of virhral work, D'Alembert's principle and Lagmnge's

equation of motion, Applications: Iinear harmonic oscillator, simple pendulum,

compound pendulum, L-C Circuit, Lagrangian for a Charged Particle Moving in an

Electromagnetic field.

Learning Outcomes:
D Leaming concepts ofmechanics ofthe systerns for problematic analysis ofthe objects

D Lagrangian systems are useful to examination ofthe motion ofthe objects

>' In view of Competitive exams problematic and derivational tactics in equation of motion

in Lagrangian from D'Alembert's principle.

Unit-II (Hamilton's mechanics )
Deduction of Hamilton's principle from D'Alemberts principle, modified Hamilton's

principle, Hamilton's principle and Lagrange's equations, generalized momentum and

cyclic coordinates, Hamilton function H and conservation ofenergy, Hamilton's equation

(Hamilton's canonical equations of motion), Simple application of the Hamilton

principle- linear harmonic oscillator, simple pendulum, A-variation, principle of least

action. Equations of canonical transformation, (Generating functions), examples of

canonical transformations for a harmonic oscillator.

Learning Outcomcs:
> To study the Hamilton's principle from D'Alemberts principle'

P To leam about oscillator mechanics and canonical transformations

Unit-[I (Poisson's bracket and Hamilton Jacobi method)

Introduction to Poisson's bracket notation, equations of motion in Poisson bracket form,

fundamentals of Poisson's bracket notation, angular momentum and Poisson brackets,

Jacobi's identity.

W^^q"e
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Hamilton - Jacobi equation of Hamilton's principal function' The Harmonic oscillator

problem as an example of the Hamilton - Jacobi Method, Hamilton -Jacobi equation for

Hamilton's characteristic function, Action - angle variables'

Leerning Outcomes:

> To study the equation of motion in Poisson bracket form

D ln view of theory exams theory leaming for Hamilton's-Jacobi equations'

}LeamaboutHamilton-JacobiequationforHamilton'scharacteristicfunction.

Unit-IV (Dynamics of a rigid bodY)

The Euler angles-hrst rotation, second rotation and third rotation' angular momentum

and inertia tensor, principal axes and principal moments of inertia' rotational kinetic

energy of a rigid body, Euler's equations of motion of a rigid body' torque-free motion

ofa rigid body.

Learning Outcomes:
) 6ained knowledge of The Euler angles-first rotation' second rotation and third rotation'

) Leam about motion and indication of rigid body though tensor, Euler equation of

motion.

Unit-V (Special th€ory of rehtivity)

Introductiontospecialtheoryofrelativity,Galileantransformations,principleof
relativity, transformation of force from one inertial system to another' covariance of the

physicai laws, principle of relativity and speed of light' Lorentz transformations'

consequences of Lorentz transformations, aberration of light from stars' relativistic

Doppler's effect.

Learning Outcomes:

) Galilean transformations of relativistic mechanics'

) Covariance of the PhYsical laws

F Relativistic DoPPler's effect.

Course Outcomes:
) Students ger knowledge on mechanics of the macroscopic things where NeMon laws are

applicable, can leam constrained motion ofrigid bodies in one' two and three dimensions'

> Students can understand the motion of bodies similar to Hamitton and Lagrangian

systems and resolve with practical approach'

) The students will know the concept of special theory ofrelativity'

Text and Reference Books

l.Classical Mechanics by H.Goldstein

2. Fundamentals ofClassical Mechanics by J C Upadhyaya'

3. Classical Mechanics by Charles P.Poole, John Safko 3'd Edition' Parson Publications

4.Classical Mechanics bv C. Aruldhas, PHI Publishers

5. Introduction to special relativity- Robert Resnick'

NOTE : Question paper contains FIVE questions with internal choice have to be set from each

unit. Each question carries 14 marks'
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DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS, ACHARYA NAGARJUNA UNIVERSITY

Syllrbus approved in the PG Board of Studies meeting held orl.29-9-2021

(w.e.I. 2021-22 under CBCS)

M.Sc. PhYsics (l Semester)

Paper III: lntroductory Quantum Mechanics PHY l'3

Course Objectives:- - ) lntroduction of Quantum Mechanics and the Schrodinger equation

) io acquire mathimatical skills require to develop theory ofquantum mechanics

}Todevelopunderstandingofpostulatesofquarrtummechanicsandtoleamtoapplythemtosolve
some quantum mechanical sYstems

P To offer systematic methJJlogy for the application of approximation methods to solve complicated

quantum mechanical systems

UNIT-I (Schrodinger wave equation and one dimensional problems)

whyQM?Revision;Inadequacyofclassicalmechanics;schrodingerequation;continuity

"qulioi; 
Ehrenfest theorem; 

^ 
aimissible wave functions; Stationary states. One-dimensional

problems, wells and barriers. Harmonic oscillator by Schlodinger equation'

Learning Outcomes:
.S'tudentswillleamthedifferencebetweenclassicalmechanicsandquantummechanics.

TINIT-II (Linear vector spaces and operators)

Linear vector Spaces in Quantum Mechanics: vectors and operators, change ofbasis, Dirac's bra

and let notations. Eigen value problem for operators. The continuous spectrum. Application to

wave mechanics in one dimensi,on. Hermitian, unitary, projection operators. Positive operators'

Ct *g. of ottt onormal basis, Orthogonalization procedure' uncertainty relation'

Learning Outcomes:
.Studentswillleamthemathematicalformalismofeigenvalues,eigenstatesofwellsandbarriers

und unitury op".utors, hermitian operators' which form the fundamental basis of quantum theory'

UNIT III (Orbital angular momentum)

Angularmomentum:commutationrelationsforangularmomentumoperator'AngularMomentum
in spherical polar coordinates, Eigen value problem for L2 and L'' L * and L- operators Eigen

values and eigen functions of rigid rotator and Hydrogen atom

Learning Outcomes:
. I]eam commutations relations for angular momentum operator and its applications in daily life

. Application to rigid rotator, hydrogln-like atoms and angular momentum operators will teach the

,tud"nt. ho* to o-btain eigen vilues and eigen states for such systcms elegantly.
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UNIT IV (Time-independent perturbation theory)

Time-independent perturbation theory; Non-degenerate and degenerate cases; applications to

(a)normal helium atom (b) Stark effict in Hydrogen atom. Variation method. Application to

ground state of Helium atom, wKB method.

L€arning Outcomes:
o To understand the concepts of time-independent perturbation theory and their applications to

physical situations.

.StudyingtheapplicationsofNon-degenerateanddegeneratecasesinpertu$ationtheory

. Learning the variation and WKB methods

UNIT V (Time dependent perturbation theory)

Time dependent perturbation: General perturbations, variation of constants, transition into closely

spaced twels -Fermi's Golden rule. Einstein transition probabilities, lnteraction of an atom with

the electromagnetic radiation. Sudden and adiabatic approximation'

Learning Outcomes:
.Studentswiltleamhowtouseperfurbationtheorytoobtaincorrectionstoenergyeigen.states

and eigen-values when an extemal electric or magnetic field is applied to a system

o Learning the significances of Fermi's Golden rule'

. To teach the students various approximation methods in quantum mechanics'

Course Outcomes:
) Understand historical aspects ofdevelopment olquantum mechanics'

L Understand and explainihe differences between classical and quantum mechanics' - -

) Understand the central concepts and principles in quantum mechanics, such as the Schrodinger

.quution, th" *ulr" function and its statisticai interpreiation, the uncertainty principle, stationary and

non-Stationarystates,wellsandbarriers,harmonicoscillator,aswellastherelationbetween
quunt,-.""nunicsandlinearalgebraincludingunderstandingoflinearvectorspaces,Theywill
master the concepts of angular iomentum and spin, as well as the rules for quantization and

addition ofthese. Hence th; wilt be able to solve thi complex systems by approximation method.

T€xt and Reference books

l. Eugen Merzbacher, Quantum Mechanics, Wiley

2. L I Schiff, Quantum Mechanics (Mc Graw-Hill)
3. B Crasemann and J D Powell, Quantum Mechanics (Addison Wesley)

4. A P Messiah, Quantum Mechanics
5. J J Sakurat, Modem Quantum Mechanics

6. Mathews and Venkatesan Quantum Mechanics

7. Quantum Mechanics" by R D. Ratna Raju

8. iundamentals of quanium Mechanics, Statistical Mechanics & Solid State Physics by S'P'Kuila,

Books and Allied, Kolkata

NoTE:QuestionpapercontainsFIVEquestionswithintemalchoicehavetobesetfromeachunit.Each
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DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS, ACHARYA NAGARJUNA UNIVERSITY

Syllabus approved in the PG Board of Studies meeting held on 29-9-2021

(w.e.f. 2021-22 under CBCS)

M.Sc. Physics (I Semest€r)

Paper W: ANALOG AND DIGITAL ELECTRONICS PHY I.4

Course Objectives:-- i 
- 
intrJao"tlon of Semiconductor Devices and the Opto-electronic devices and their analysis'

> Of"rutionut Amplifiers' Construction and working DC and AC analysis' Effect of

Feedback.
> e"lritirg tn" f"owledge in Communication Elec$onics and lhen the Digital electronics'

> ercirit"cir." of 8085 Microprocessor, Instruction set' Addressing modes and some

illustrative Programmes.
) Introduction to 8051 Microcontroller'

UNTT-I
Semiconductor Devices
Oioa"i lr""ti"" diode, Tunnel diode, Photo diode, transistors, Silicon controlled rectifier'

Uni junction transistor, Field effect transistor, JFET & MOSFET' CMOS'

Opto-electronic devices: Solar cells' Photo detectors, LEDS'

Learning Outcomes:
oC"onstructionandworkingofTunrreldiode,photodiode,siliconControlledRectilrer,Uni.

junction Transistor.
. Know the Characteristics of FET, MOSFET and CMOS'

. Construction, working and applications ofSolal Cells and LED's'

UNITII
Operational AmPlifiers
lifi"*"ii"ie.piifier -circuit configurations - dual inp.t, balanced output differential amplifier

- OC-"fVri. _ec analysis, invertiig and non inveriing inputs CMRR' Block diagram of a

tvpi"ui oi-e.p-analysls. open [oo'p configuration -inverting 
and non-inverting amplifiers'

ifi-;;;; ;";;ri;e feedback- uoitug" ,".-titt feedback -^effect of leedback on closed loop

guin lnput resistance ouput resistance banrlwidth and output offset voltage- voltage follower'

Practical Op-amPs
i"p* 

"nt ",i"fr"Le- 
input bias current-input offset current,.total output offset voltage' CMRR

iiJqu"*v ,".poni. Summing amplifier, Staling and Averaging amplifiers' integrator and

differentiator.
Oscillators principles, - oscillator types frequency stability-- response The phase shift oscillator'

w., uriag'. or.illuto, _Multivibrators- Monostable and astable {omparators- Square wave

and triangular wave generators- voltage regulators'

Learning Outcomes:
o To"leam about the Differential amplifier and then the Operational amplifier' AC and DC

analysis, Characteristics, Effect of Feedback'

. Oscitlators Principles, Construction and working of different types of Oscillators Clear

picture of Multivilrators and then the ComParators using Operational amplifiers'

UNIT III
Communication Electronics
n-pfit O" -odulution - Generation of AM waves - Demodulation of AM waves - DSBSC

moi rlation. Generation of DSBSC waves Coherent detection of DSBSC waves' SSB

W"^,--^-J
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T'NIT IV
Digital Electronics
Siiplification of Boolean expressions: Algebraic method, Kamaugh method, EX-OR, EX-NOR

gates, combinational Logic gates- Decoder- encoders- Multiplexer(data selectors)-application of
irultiplexer - De multiplexer( data distributors), Sequential Logic- Flip-Flops: A l- bit memory -
the i-S Flip - Flop, f( f tip-ntop - JK master slave Flip-Flop - T- Flip - Flop - D Flip - Flop -
Shift registers - 

-synchronous 
ind Asynchronous counters - cascade counters - A/D to D/A

converters.
Learning Outcomes:

. ixpressing the Boolean expressions in a simple way, Karnaugh method'

. Leaming ihe combinational Logic Circuits, Multiplexer and Demultiplexer

. Leaming about the Sequential Logic circuits- Flip-Flops, Registers and Counters

UNIT V
Microprocessors
lntroduction to microcomputers - memory - inPut/output -interfacing devices 8085 CPU -

Ar"hi".*" - BUS timings - Demultiplexing the address bus - generating control signals -
instruction set - addre'ssing modes - lllustrative programmes - writing assembly language

prog.u.... -looping, cou-nting and indexing - counters and timing delays - stack and

iubioutine. Introiuciion to micro controllers-8gs I micro controllers-architecnrre & pin

description.
Oata interpretation and analysis-Precision and accuracy- Error analysis, propagation of errors.

Least squares fitting.
Learning Outcomes:

. Knowledge about the Microprocessor and its Architecture

. Leaming the Instruction Set, Addressing modes

. Writing the progranrmes using 8085 instructions

o Little knowledge about 8051 Microcontroller

Course Outcomes:
AttheendofthecoursethestudentiSexpectedtoassimilatethefollowingandpossesses

basic knowledge ofthe following.
) The dlsign and functional performance of various semiconductor and optoelectronic

devices sich as Diodes, transistors, Solar Cells. Photo detectors and LEDs'

D To leam about the Differential amplifier and then the Operational amplifier' AC and DC

Anatysis, Characteristics, Effect of Feedback'

> e.quiAng knowledge in Communication electronics AM &FM, modulation and

Demodulation
F Leaming the Combinational Logic Circuits, Multiplexer and Demultiplexer

D Leamin! about the Sequential Logic circuits- Flip-Flops, Registers and Counters

) Knowledge about the Microprocessor and its Architecture

modulation, Generation and detection of SSB waves. Vestigial side band modulation, Frequency

Division Multiplexing (FDM).
Learning Outcomes:

. icquiring klowledge in Communication electronics AM &FM, modulation and

Demodulation
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DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS, ACHARYA NAGARJUNA UNIVERSITY

Syllabus approved in the PG Board of Studies meeting held on 29-9-2021

(w.e.I. 2O21'22 under CBCS)

M.Sc. Physics (ll Sem€ster)

Paper I: Quantum dynamics and scattering theory PHY 2.I

UNITJ (Spin and Total angtrlar momentum)

Introduction to spin and total angular momentum, spin angular momentum and Pauli's spin

matrices, total angular momenom J. explicit matrices for J'1,J,,J, &J - ,combination 
of two

angular moment and tensor operator, Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for jtll2, j2 =ll2 and

i=\, j2 =112, wigner-Eckart theorem.

Learnitrg Outcomes:
. The students will be able lo grasp the concepts of spin and angular momentum, as well as

their quantization and addition rules.

. Students will learn the mathematical formalism of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients quantum

theory.

UNIT II (Quantum dynamics)

lntroduction to quantum dynamics, equation of motion in Schr6dinger picture and

Heisenberg picture, correspondence between the two, correspondence with classical

mechanics, application of Heisenberg picture to harmonic oscillator, interaction picture.

Learning Outcomes:

o Leam mathematical expressions for Schr<idinger picture and their applications.

o Students will leam the application of Heisenberg picture.

UNIT tlI (Identical particles)

The indistinguishability of identical particles - the state vector space for a system of
identical particles - creation and annihilation operators- continuous one particle system-

dynamical variabtes - the quantum dynamics of identical particle systems

Learning Outcom€s:
o Students will leam the physical significance of identical particles.

. The students will be able to gasp the concepts of quantum dynamics ofidentical particle

systems

( llairt:tlttt
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Course obiectlves:
D Introduction of Spin and Total angular momentum

D To acquire mathematical skills require developing theory of different pictures'

D To develop understanding of scattering theory

D To offer systematic methodology for the application of molecular quantum mechanical

systems
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UNIT IV (Scrttering Theory)

Introduction of scattering - notion of cross section - scattering of a wave packet- scattering

itr continuous stream model - Green's function in scattering theory - Born approximation -
first order approximation - criteria for the validity of Bom approximation' form factor

scattering- scattering from a square well potential - partial wave analysis - expansion of a

plane wave - optimal theorem -scattering from a square well potential'

Learning Outcomes:

. Acquiring knowledge in sscattering theory

o Studying the applications of Green's function and Bom approximation in Scattering

Theory

UI\IT V (Molecular Quantum Mechanics)

lntroduction to molecular quantum mechanics, the Bom-Oppenheimer approximation - the

hydrogen molecule ion - the valance bond method - the molecular orbital method-

Comparison ottt e methods - Heitler-London method (Ref : Atkins' Chapter-9' 279-294)'

Lesrning Outcomes:
o Students witl gain the knowledge about the Bom'Oppenh€imer Approximation

. Leaming the significances of Heitler-London method

. Knowing the importance ofdifferent methods involved in Molecular Quantum Mechanics

Course Outcomes:
)> Understand the Spin, Total angular momentum and Clebsch-Cordan coefficients concepts'

F Understand historical aspects of identical Particles in quantum mechanics

F Scattering theory will teach them how to use projectiles to infer details about target quantum

syslem.

l'.,,';**-lltit;;t;'

Text and Reference Books

l. Merzbacher, Quantum Mechanics

2. L I Schiff, Quantum Mechanics (Mc Graw-Hill)

3. B Crasemann and J D Powell, Quantum Mechanics (Addison Wesley)

4. A P Messiah, Quantum Mechanics

5. J J Sakural, Modem Quantum Mechanics

6- Mathews and Venkatesan Quantum Mechadcs

7. Quantum Mechanics, R.D' Ratna Raju

8. Quantum mechanics by Kakani and Chandaliya

9. Atkins P, Molecular Quantum Mechanics, Oup 1996(T)

NOTE : Question paper contains FIVE questions with intemal choice have to be set from each unit'

Each question carries 14 mark.



Course Obiectives:
}Thiscourseinstatisticalmechanicsprovidesthebasicideaofprobabilityandcalculating

probability for various statistical systems of particles'

) io apply the principles ofprobability in distribution ofparticles in various systems

) To leam the different types ofstatistics distribution and particles'

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS, ACHARYA NAGARJUNA UNIVERSITY

Syllabus approved in the PG Board of Studies meeting held on 29-9-2021

(w.e-[. 2021-22 under CBCS)

M.Sc PhYsics (II Semester)
Paper II: Siatistical Mechanics PI{Y 2'2

IJNIT I (Fundamentals of classical statistical mechanics)

Relation between statistical mechanics and thermodynamics, Phase space, Ensembles-micro

canonical, canonical and grand canonical ensemble, density distribution in the phase space,

Liouville's theorem, equipartition of energy theorem, microstates and macrostates'

Learning Outcomes:
. To leam postulates ofclassical statistical mechanics and Ensembles'

. To study density ofstales Liouville's theorem and paradox

UNIT-II (Ideal gas in various ensembles)

classical ideal gas in micro canonical ensemble, partition function for micro canonical ensemble,

Gibb's paradox, partition function for Canonical ensemble' thermo dynamical function for

Canonical ensemble, partition function for Grand canonical ensemble, thermo dynamical

function for Grand canonical ensemble'

Learning Outcomes:
o To know about partition function in different ensembles'

. To study the Gibb's Paradox-

UNIT III (Energy fluctuation and distribution function)

Energy fluctuaiion in micro canonical ensemble, energy fluctuation in canonical ensemble'

d"nsiy nr,ct ution in Grand canonical ensemble, energy fluctuation in Grand canonical

ensemble. Maxwell.Boltzmann distribution, Bose-Einstein distribution, Fermi- Dirac

distribution, Darwin-Fowler method.

Learning Outcomes:
o To study the features of Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics

o To derive the Bose-Einstein distribution'
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UNIT IV (Molecular partition function)
Molecular partition function- Translational partition function, Rotational partition function,
Vibrational partition function, Electronic and Nuclear partition function, application ofrotational
partition function, application ofvibrational partition function in solids.

Learning Outcomes:
. To leam electronic and nuclear partition function.
. To acquire knowledge about vibrational partition function in solids

UNIT v (Ideal Fermi and Bose Gas)

Equation of state of an ideal Fermi gas, theory of White dwarf stars, Landau diamagnetism,

Photons, Phonons in solids. Bose-Einstein condensation, thermionic emission, magnetic

susceptibility of fiee electrons, Brownian motion ofa molecule.

Learning Outcomes:
o To leam about Ideal Fermi gas and to derive equations.

. To acquire knowledge about Bose- Einstein condensation

Course Outcomes:
> After taking this course student are able to determine the probability ofany t)?e ofevents.
> Students have understood the concept ofphase space and its volume.
) They can easily distinguish between different types of particles and statistics and can easily

distribute bosons, fermions and classical particles among energy levels.

) After studying Fermi Dirac statistics, students have learnt to deal with much electron system.

Text and Reference Books:

l. Statistical and Thermal Physics by S. Lokanadhan and R.S. Gambhir (PHI)

2. Statistical Mechanics by K. Huang (Wiley Eastern)

3. Statistical Mechanics: Theory and applications by S.K. Sinha

4. Fundamentals of Statistical and Thermal Physics by F. Reif
5. Statistical Mechanics by Gupta and Kumar, Pragati Prakashan Pub. Meerut

6. Statistical Mechanics by Satya Prakash.

NOTE : Question paper contains FIVE questions with intemal choice have to be set from each unit. Each

question carries l4 marks.
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DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS' ACHARYA NAGARJUNA UNIVERSITY

Syllabus rpproved in the PG Board of Studies meeting held on 29-9-2021

(w.e.f. 2021-22 under CBCS)

M.Sc. PhYsics (Il Semester)

Paper-lll COMPUTATIONAL METHODS AND PROGRAMMING PIIY 2'3

Cour3e obiective:
D Finding the solutions for Linear and Non-linear equations and simultaneous equalions

> Inroduction to interpolations, numerical differentiation and integration

D The basics ofC-language' C- character set, arithmetic expressions and some simple programs

> Acquiring knowl€dge about control statements, arrays and user defined functions

> Understanding the basic concepts of MATLAB and its applications

UNIT-I Linear, Nonlinear Equations rnd Simultaneous Equations

iin"". ,na xonU.ear Equetions: Solutions of Algebraic and transcendental equations- Bisection' False

;;ri;r;"; Newton-Raphson methods-Basic principles-Formulae- Algorithms Simultaneous Equations:

lolutions of simultaneous linear equations - dauss ilimination method' Jacobi and Gauss Seidel iterative

methods-Basic principles-Formulae-Algorithms

LesrninB outcomes:
. Leamirg the solutions to the linear equations , Algorithms

. Leaming the solutions to the Nonlinear equations, Algo thms

. Solutions to the simultaneous equations and Algorithms

. Leaming Iterative methods for solutions and the Algorithms

UNIT-II Itrterpol.tions, Numerical dillerentiation aod integratior
,",;;;i"tir;;: -on""p or linear intelpolation-Finite diflerences-Forward, Backwards and central

aif.r!n..t-N.*ton's and Lagange's interpolation formulae-principles and Algorithms

Xui"ri""f dilferentiation aod integ.atlor, Numerical differentiation-algorithm for evaluation of first

o.der d".irutir", using formulae 6ased on Taylor's series-Numerical integration-Tnpezoidal and

ii_prJ, rli -i" Foniulae_Algorithms, solution of first order differential equation using Runge - Kuna

method.
Learning outcomes:

. Leaming various concepts of interpolations along with their principals and algorithms'

e Leaming Taylor's series formulae and atgorithm for evaluating first order derivatives

. Leaming Trapezoidal and Simpson's l/3 rule-Formulae, Algorithms for numerical inte$ation'

. Leaming Runge - Kutta method for solutions to first order differential equation

UNIT-II Fundementrls ofC Lrngurgc and Operators

Fundrmentals of c Lrnguage:
a-.;;;;.a"; set -ldentifirs-and Keywords-constanrs-Variables-Data types-Declarations of variables -
Declamtion of storage class-Defining symbolic constants -Assignment statement'

Oo"i"tora - Arithmetic operators-Rilational Operators-Logic Operators-Assignment operators- Increment

"nd 
d""r"r"n, op"rutors {onditional operalors- Bilwise operators'

;-tili; "ifi""rion, 
_ precedence of arithme tic operators - Type converters in expressions -

Mathemarical (Library) functions - data input and output - The getchar and putchar functions-Scanf -
Printf -simple Programs.
Lerrning oulcomes:

. Acquiring knowledge about C character set'

o Understanding different t)?es ofoperators'

. Acquiring knowledge about arithmetic operators, mathematical functions' data input and output

functions

. Writing the programmes using C character fuDctions'
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UNIT-IV Control strtements, Arrays and User Delined funcaions
Control statements rnd Arrays: lf-Else statements -Switch statement-The operator -€O TO -Wbile, Do-
While, FOR statements-BREAK and CONTINUE statements.
Arrrys: One dimensional and two dimensional anays -Initialization -Type declaration-lnputting and
outputting ofdata for arrays -Programs ofmatrices addition, subtraction and multiplication
User Defined functions: The form of C functions -Return values and their types --calling a function -
Category offurctions. Nesting offunctions- Recusion- ANSI C fi.rnctioDs-Function declaration. Scope and
life time ofvariables in functiotrs.
Lesrning outcom€s;

o Leaming different types ofcontrol stalcments and arrays.

. Little knowledge about Initialization, T,?e declaration, Inputting and outputting ofdata for arrays.

r Acquiring knowledge on various user defioed functions.
. Leaming about function declamtions and lifetime ofvariables in fuoctions.

UNIT V-MATLAB strd Applicstions:
Basics of Mat lab- Mat lab windows - On-line help- InpucoutpuFFile types-Platform Dependence-
Creating and working with Arrays of Numbers - Creating, saving, plots printing Matrices and Vectors -
Input - hdexing - matrix Manipulation-Creating Vectors Matrix and Array Operations Arithmetic
operations-Relational operations - Logical Operations Elementary math functions, Matrix functions -
Character Strings Applications- Linear Algebra,-solving a linear system, Gaussian elimination, Finding
Eigen values and eigenvectors, Matrix factorizations, Curve Fitting and Interpolation - Pollmomial curve
fitting on the fly, Least squares curve fining, General nonlinear fits, Interpolations.
Lcartrltrg outcome;

. Leaming basic knowledge ofMATLAB
o Understanding various operations and functions ifl MATLAB
. Acquiring knowledge about cuwe fittings using MATLAB

Course outcome:
At the end ofthe course the student is expected to assimilatc the following and possesses basic knowledge
ofthe following.

) The principals and algorithms of various concepts of interpolation, numerical differentiation and

integration
> The C character set, arithmetic operators, mathematical functions, data input and output functions,

Program writing using C character functions
D To write programs ofmatrices addition, subtraction and multiplication using anays
> Application of MATLAB

Text rnd Refereoce Books
l. Numerical methods, V.N.Vedamunhy, N.Ch.S.N.lyengar, FirstEdition(VPH)
2. Computer Orient€d Numerical Methods-V. Raja Raman-fourth edition(PHl)
3. Y. Kirani Singh and B. B.Chaudhuri, MATLAB Programming, Prentice-Hall India,2007
4. Rudra Pratap, Getting Started with Matlab 7, Oxford, [ndian University Edition,2006
5. Stormy Attaway: A Practical introduction to programming and problem solving, Elsevier 2012
6. Numerical Methods, E. Balaguuswamy, Tala Mccraw Hill
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NOTE : Question paper contains FIVE questions with intemal choice have to be set

from each unit. Each question carries 14 marks.
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DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS, ACHARYA NAGARJUNA UNIVERSITY

Syllabus approved in the PG Board of Studies meeting held on 29-9'2021

(w.e.f . 2021-22 under CBCS)

M.Sc. PhYsics (II Semester)
Paper-IV: SOLID STATE PHYSICS PHY 2'4

Course Objectives:
5' Thi present syllabus sequence of articles in each unit enables the student to

undeistand the gradual development of the subject regarding solid state matter.

), Solid-state phyiics is provided an understanding of structure concemed with their

association and regular, periodic arrangement in crystals.

}> understand the physics of insulators, semiconductor and conductors with special

emphasis on the elementary band theory of semiconductors.

UNIT I
cRysTAL STRUCTURE: Periodic anay of atoms-t-attice translation vectors and

lattices, symmetry operations, The Basis and the Crystal Structure, Primitive Lattice cell,

Fundamental typis of lattices-Two Dimensional lattice types, three Dimensional lattice

types, Index iystem for crystal planes, Packing density: SC, BCC and FCC, simple

crystal stmctures-- sodium chloride, cesium chloride, diamond structures and Zinc

Sulfide.
Learning Outcomes:

. io understand the arrangement of atoms and the possible arrangements in solid

state materials.
. To know about different parameters regarding the structure of the materials and

crystal planes.
. Discussing structures of some familiar materials NaCl, CsCl ,diamond and ZnS"

UNIT II
CRYSTAL DIFFRACTION AND RECIPROCAL LATTICE: Bragg's law, Experimental

diffraction methods- Laue method and powder method, Derivation of scattered wave

amplitude, Geometrical Structure Factor, Reciprocal lattice, Reciprocal lattice to SC

lattice, BCC lattice and FCC Lattice, Properties of reciprocal lattice, Brillouin Zone,

Neutron diffiaction, Electron diffiaction.
Learning Outcomes:

. cl.r. understanding of X-ray diffraction techniques like Laue, powder methods

using Bragg's law.
. To know some useful parameters about cubic and non-cubic crystal systems'

o Understanding of positions of the atoms in a unit cetl further useful to obtain

knowledge on reciprocal lattice for different systems.

UNIT III
Lattice vibrations and Thermal Properties: Elastic waves in one dimensional array of
identical atoms. Vibrational modes of a diatomic linear lattice and dispersion relations.

Acoustic and optical modes. Infrared absorption in ionic crystals. Phonons and

verification of dispersion relation in crystal lattices. Lattice heat capacity- Einstein and

Vibrational modes ofcontinuous medium-Debye theory. Origin of thermal expansion and

Gruneisen relation.
Learning Outcomes:

,
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' To obtain expressions for one dimensional linear lattice and diatomic lattice.o Distinguish between acoustical and optical modes.
. Understand the importance of Einstein's theory and Debye,s theory.

UNIT IV
FREE ELECTRON FERMI GAS: Failures of free electron theory of metals (eualitative
only) Energy levels and density of orbits in one dimension, Free electron gas in 3
dimensions-Fermi-Dirac distribution function and variation of Fermi functi,on with
temperature (Qualitative only)-Density of states-Heat capacity of the electron gas,
Experimental heat capacity of metals-Electrical conductivity and ohm's law-Therirai
conductivity of metals-wiedemann-Franz law-Motion of magnetic field-Hall effect.
Lerrning Outcomes:

o understanding the classical free electron theory - their failure and quantum free
electron theory.

o Understanding about electrical and thermal conductivity.

UNIT V
THE BAND THEORY OF SOLIDS: Nearly free electron model, Origin of the energy
gap, The Block Theorem, Kronig-Penny Model, wave equation of electron in a periodic
potential, Approximate solution near a zone boundary, Effective mass of electron, The
distinction between metals, insulators and semiconductors.
Learning Outcomes:

o Understanding the conduction, valance bands and reasons for energy band gap.
o Understanding about the band theory of solids and must be able to differentiate

insulators, conductors and semiconductors.
Course Outcome:

) A brief idea about crystalline and amorphous substances, about lattice, unit cell,
miller indices, reciprocal lattice, concept of Brillouin zones.

) The students should be able to elucidate the important features of solid state
physics by covering structural aspects like lattice cell parameters which are
studied by diffraction techniques.

) A detailed understanding on band theory of solids helps to distinguish metals,
insulators and semiconductors.

Text and Reference books:
[. Introduction to Solid State Physics, C. Kittel, 5'h Edition,
2. Solid State Physics, A.J. Dekker.
3. Solid State Physics, S.O. Pillai 7th Edition
4. Solid State Physics H.C. Gupta, Vikas publisher, Noida, Z"d Edition
5. Fundamentals of quantum Mechanics, Statistical Mechanics & Solid State physics by

S.P.Kuila, Books and Allied, Kolkata
6. Solid State Physics, M.A. Wahab, Narosa publishing house.

NOTE : Question paper contains FIVE questions with intemal choice have to be set
from each unit. Each question carries l4 marks.
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DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS' ACHARYA NAGARJUNA UNIVERSITY

Syllabus approved in the PG Bogrd of Studies meeting held on 29-9-2021

(w.e.f. 2021-22 under CBCS)

M.Sc. PHYSICS (llI semester)

Paper-l: Nuclear and Particle Physics PHY3'l

Course Objectives:
)UtilizingthebasicconceptsofNuclearandParticlephysics'theforces'modelsanddecaytheory

Nucleus of lattice.

) Elementary particle physics and applications ofNuclear physics would be extensively discussed

in this course.

P The detailed theory of accelerators

D The primary objective is to teach the concepts ofNuclear and particle physical and important

applications in nuclear PhYsics'

UNIT-I (Nucle&r Forces)

Mass defect, Binding energy, nuclear magnetic dipole moment' etectric quadrupole moment'

characteristics of Nuclear Forces, ground state of deuteron, qualitative discussion of neutron-

proton scattering at low energies, proton- proton scattering at low energies' saturation ofnuclear

forces, Meson theory ofnuclear forces( Yukawa's Potential)'

Lerrning Outcomes:

To study the primary concePts in Nuclear physics and domains' instability' Energy levels' mirror nuclet'

. Characteristics ofNuclear Force and Ground state ofdeuteron'

. Discussions on scattering cross-sections, neutron-proton and Proton- proton scattering at low

energies.
.Krrowledgeaboutchargeindependence,spindependenceofnuclearforces.
. Meson tbeory ofnuclear forces'

UNIT-II (Nuclear Models and Nuclear Decay)

Weizsacker semi-empirical mass formula, Liquid drop model' Bohr -Wheeler theory of nuclear

fission, Nuclear shell model-square well of infinite depth, harmonic oscillator potential, spin-

orbit potential. Gamow's theory of Alpha decay process' Fermi's theory of B - decay'

Learning Outcomes:
! Complete knowledge on concepts in Nuclear Models'

. Alpha decay Process, Energy release in Beta{ecay' Fermi's theory ofp - decay' selection rules

and ParitY violation in P -decaY'

UNIT-III (Nuclear Reactions and Nuclerr Energy)

Typesofnuclearreactions,conservationlawsofnuclearreactions,Nuclearreactionkinematics-
the Q - equation, threshold energy- Nuclear cross section'

Nuclear fission, types or fissioi, nuclear fusion and thermonuclear reactions, general aspect of

reactor design, classification of reactors-research reactors and power reactors'
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Learning 0utcomes:
. inowledge on various kinds ofnuclear reactions and conservation laws'

. Detailed information on nuclear kinematics, the Q - equation' threshold energy'

. Explanations on various concepts ofnuclear Fission'

. Types of nuclear reactors and subject on nuclear chain reaction'

UMT-IV (ParticIe Accelerators)

Introduction,classificationofaccelerators,Electrostaticaccelerators-cockcroft-walton
accelerator, Van de Graff accelerator, Linear accelerators - Drift tube accelerators , Wave guide

accelerators - Low energy circular accelerators - Cyclotron (fixed frequency )and Betatron

accelerator.

LIMT-V (Elementary Particle Physics)

classification of elementary particles, particle interactions, conservation laws (linear momentum'

angular momentum, energy, charge, baryon number, lepton number' isospin' hyper charge'

.t 
-angen"ss 

quantum number), Eie-entary ideas of CP and CPT invariance' SU(2)' SU(3)

multiplets, Quark model.

Learning Outcomes:
. Classification - Particle interactions and families' symmetries and conservation laws

. Elementary ideas ofCP and CPT invariance, SU(2)' SU(3) multiPlets and Quark model'

. Knowledge on dissimilar applications in nuclear physics'

Learning Outcomes:
. Knowledge on Classification ofaccelerators'

. TyPes of Linear accelerators and Low energy circular accelerators'

Text and Reference books

I. Nuclear Physics by D.C. Tayal, Himalaya publishing Co '

2. Introductory Nuclear Physics by Kenneth S Krane

3. lntroduction to Nuclear Physics by Harald A Enge

4. Concepts ofNuclear Physics by Bemard L' Cohen'

5. Etementary particle physics- M.J. Longo

6. Introduction to Elementary Pafticles by D' Griffiths

7. Nuclear Physics by S.B Patel, Wiley Eastem Ltd"

Question paper contains FIVE questions with intemal choice have to be set from each unit' Each

('lurirlnrn
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NOTE
question carries 14 marks

Course Outcomes:
) Describe and understand the differential nuclear reactions and nuclear forces'

) Understand the applications of nuclear physics'

) Students have understood the concept ofnuclear fission and nuclear fusion'
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DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS, ACHARYA NACARJUNA UNTVERSITY

Syllabus approved in the PG Board ofstudies meeting held on 29-9-2021

(w -e.1. 2021-22 under CBCS)

M.Sc. PHYSICS (lll semester)

Paper-lt: Advanced Quantum Mechanics PHY 3.2

Course Objectives:
) Understanding ofrelativistic quantum mechanics with different aspects in the presence of

electromagnetic fields

> Representation Dirac equation, different notarions for covariance and invariance under

Lorentz transformations, getting knowledge on charge conjugation

) Introduction on field quantization and effect of quantization on different fields' second

Klein-Cordonequation--continuityequation(probabilityandCurrentdensity).Klein-
Gordon equation in presence of electromagnetic field - Dirac equation (for a free

particle) - probability and Current density - constants of motion - Dirac equation in

presence of electromagnetic fields

Learning Outcomes

o Derivation of Klein -Gordon equation for a free particle and in the presence of

electromagnetic fields

oVariationofDiracequationincaseofafreeparticleandelectromagneticfield.
. Continuity equation in the absence (free particle) and presence of e'm field

quanlizatiOn.

Unit - I (Klein -4ordon and Dirac equation)

Learning Outcomes

o To leam about Hydrogen atom under the quantum effects and Dirac equation'

. I(nowing information on Lorentz transformation, charge conjugation

Unit - III (Quantization of classical field)

Introduction for quantization of fields - concept of field Hamiltonian formulation of

classical field - real scalar field Schrodinger fietd - Dirac field - Maxwell's field -
quantumequationofthefield-quantizationofrealscalarfieldandsecondquantization_
quantization of complex scalar field - quantization of Schrtidinger field - quantization of

W-a^.J
Dirac field

Unit - II (Applications ofDirac's €quation)

Hydrogen atom - covariant notation - covariance of Dirac equation- invariance of Dirac

equation under Lorenz transformation - pure rotation and Lorentz transformation'

Charge conjugation - hole theory and charge conjugation - projection operators for

energy and spin- bilinear covariant - Dirac equation for zero mass and spin % particles'
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Lesrning Outcomes
. sasic concepts of quantization of fields, derivation and problematic approaches to Dirac

and Maxwell's fields.

Concept of Second quantization and scalar ltelds

Unit - IV (Quantum theory of radiation)

Classical radiation field, creation, annihilation and number operators, quantized radiation

field. Emission and absorption of photons by atoms' Rayleigh scattering' Thomson

scattering, and the Raman effect, radiation damping and resonance fluorescence'

dispersio--n relations and causality, the self-energy ofa bound electron: the Lamb shift'

Learning Outcomes
. Students should be able to understand radiation fields represenlation in semi classical

approaches.

To know the representation and analysis of the self-energy ofa bound electron

TounderstandthevariousscatteringmethodssuchasThomsonScatterings.

Unit - V (Relativistic quantum mechanics)

Probability conservation in relativistic quantum mechanics, the Dirac equation' simple

solutions,nonrelativisticapproximation,planewaves.Relativisticcovariant'bilinear
covariants,DiracoperatorsintheHeisenbergrepr€sentation,Zitterbewegungand
negative-energy solutions, central force problem', the hydrogen atom' hole theory and

.t o:.ge 
"onlugution, 

quantization of the Dirac filed' weak interaction and parity non

conservation., the two-component neutrino'

Learning Outcomes

o Students should be able to understand Relativistic covariant

. To know the representation and analysis of Zitterbewegung solutions

. To understand the Dirac filed.

Course Outcomes
) Relativistic quantum mechanics will provide an exposure to how special relativity in

quantum theory works on free particles and in the etectromagnetic field'

D The basics ofscattering th€ory are understood'

Text and Reference books

l . Advanced Quantum Mechanics by J J Sakurai

2. Relativistic Quantum Fields. Vols' I & II by Bjorken and Drell

3. Quantum Field Theory bY Mandl

4. Particles and Fields bY Lurie

5. Quantum Theory of Fields. Vols' I & ll by Weinberg

Question paper contains ['M qucstions with intemal choice have to be set fiom each
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DEPARTMENT OF PIIYSICS, ACHARYA NAGARJUNA UNIVERSITY

Syllabus approved in the PG Board of Studies meeting held on 29-9-2021

(w.e.I. 2021-22 under CBCS)
M.Sc. PHYSICS (lII semester)

Paper III: Condensed Matter Physics -l PHY 3'3

Course Objectives:
>> Utilizing the basic concepts of solid state physics, the quantum theory of lattice dynamics

and thermal neutron scattering would be extensively discussed in this course.

> Properties of metallic lattices, simple alloys and estimation of concentration of

defects in ionic crystals.

)> The ultraviolet spectrum of the alkali halides, excitons, Illustration of electron-hole

interaction in single ions and Lattice defect in ionic crystals and estimation of
concentration of defects in ionic crystals. Thallium-activated alkali halides, The sulfide

phosphors, Electroluminescence.

) Vibrational modes ofa diatomic Iinear lattice and dispersion relations and Lattice

thermal conductivity- Phonon mean free path.

> Quantum theory of Para magnetism, Crystal Field Splitting, Quenching of the

orbital Angular Momentum.

) Saturation Magnetization at Absolute Zero and Magnons, Bloch's T}r law'

IJNIT-I
Defects; Properties of metallic lattices and simple alloys: The structure of metals -classification

of lattice defects. Configurational -entropy -The number of vacancies and interstitial as function

of temperature -The formation of lattice defects in metals. Lattice defect in ionic crystals and

estimation of concentration of defects in ionic crystals. Edge and screw dislocation The Frank

read mechanism of dislocation multiplication.

Learning Outcomes:
. Properties, structure and classification of metal alloys and their defects'

. Estimation oflattice defects in ionic crystals.

o To know how to form lattice defects in metals.

. To leam about the Frank read mechanism ofdislocation multiplication'

UNIT.II
Optical Properties: Optical and thermal electronic excitation in ionic crystals, The ultraviolet

spectrum of the alkati hatides; excitons, Illustration of electron-hole interaclion in single ions,

Qualifative discussion of the influence of lattice defects on the electronic levels, Non

stoichiometric crystals containing excess metal, The transformation of F centers into Fr centers

and vice versa, Coagulation of F centers and colloids, Color centers resulting ftom excess

halogen, Color centers produced by irradiation with X-rays.

Learning Outcomes:
Optical and thermal electronic excitation of ionic crystals and lllustrate the electron-hole
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The transformation of F centers into F1 centers and leam about Photoconductivity incrystals containing excess metal
. General remarks abou
. To know about

Electroluminescence.

t Luminescence Excitation and emission, Decay mechanisrns.
Thallium-activatcd alkali halides, sulfide phosphors and

o Learning the Non stoichiometric crystals containing excess metals.

UNIT-III Photoconductivity and Luminescence
Excitons: Weakly bound and tightly bound _ photoconductivity _ Simple model _Influence of traps - Space charge effects - Determination or pnoto"orar"tirity.
Luminescence - Various types- Themoluminescence, Electroluminescencl,
Photoluminescence, cathodoluminescence and chemiluminescence - Excitation andemission - Decay mechanisms - Applications.
Learning Outcomes:

r To know about photoconductivity and various traps and their effects.o General remarks about Luminescence Excitation and emission, Decay mechanisms.o Leaming the applications ofdecay mechanisms..

UNIT IV: Semiconductor phvsics
Intrinsic and extrinsic semiconductors -Fermi rever, Expressions for eleckon and hole
concentrations in intrinsic and extrinsic semiconductors,' Variation of Fermi level withtemperature - np product - carrier mobility, conductivity and their variation withtemperature - Direct and indirect band gap semiconducto., -biff"."r"". u"a 

"*u-pt.. -continuity equation - Drift and Diffusion - Einstein reration -Recombination of electron
-hole pairs - various recombination mechanisms.

Learning Outcomes:
o Knowledge about the importance of semiconductors.o To know about the variation ofFermi level with temperature.. To know about the direct and indirect band gap serniconductorso Leaming with various recombination mechanisms.

UNIT V
Magnetic Properties of sorids: ellantum theory of para magnetism, crystal Field Splitting,
Quenchin-g of the orbital Angurar Momentum, Ferromagnetisri curie point and the Exchanseintegral, Saturation Magnetization at Absolure Zero, MuEnor.,-sl.J:. i-#l; il;##"T;Domains. Antiferromagnetis*, 

^ Jh: two-sublattice" model, Superexchage interlctionFerrimagnetism, The structure of ferrites, The saturation magnetization, Erenients of ttee|s
theory. (Solid State physics by C. Kinel Chapters l4 and l5)
Learning Outcomes:

' Ferromagnetism curie point and the Exchange integral, Saturation Magnetization atAbsolute Zero,
. To learn about the Ferromagnetic Domains. Antiferromagnetism,. To study the saturatjon magnetization and Elements ofN-eel,s theory.

Course 0utcomes:
> A student of this course is expected to understand thoroughly the concepts of rattice

dynamics and Luminescence Excitation and emission, Decay michanisms spectroscopy.
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Course

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS, ACHARYA NAGARJUNA.UNIVERSITY

Jri**, 
"OO*"ed 

in the PG Board of Studies meeting held on 29-9-2021

(w'e'f' 2021-22 under CBCS)

NI'Sc' PHYSICS (IlI semester)

Paper lV: CoJ"'-t"O n'ittt"r Physics JI PHY 3'4

Obiectives:
I]J,ir',*ria, ," a"ndensed Maner physics_t for dcpth of the core subject.

iltil;;;ilioJ,t."t "on""ptuut 
id"'ut ulout elcmcntary mechanics of molecules'

Energy level representation througi Jiliertnt 
"onttpruul 'nd 

pictorial representations'

Adoptioa of mixture of tonttpt'' i" tiuti*f fy'*"tf'u'ics' classical mechanics and

ouuotu* *".huni.s for Dielectric srudies'

t-pr"ti", oIthose concepts for ferroelectrics'

Hillri;l. of group theory: Introduction to crystallographic point goups' the five platonic

ffli:,;ff;"# rv.tlnittv a"t'irttuiion or*or"*r-"t' class' matrix notation for geometrrcal

ffansformations, matrix representJti""'"ip"*' groups' reducible and irreducible representatlons'

sreat orthogonaliry theorem and 'it'""*t['""t!t' 
ciaracter tables fior Crv and Crv point groups'

f,4ultikan symbolism. Symmetry specres'

Learning Outcomes:
oLeamingconceptsotmechanicscrystallographyviapoint-groups
. study th-e classification of point groups and,rnatrix. "1:"tXt::,U:,0"t":i"lXtllll' *-rrn
. tn uia* of Competitive erams problematlc and (

.hara"te.istics tables and symmetry species'

Unit II
Elements of Ligand lield theory& Electronic spectra: .Concepl 

of lisand f,reld and crystal

held. Free ion configurations- ffi;;;;';;t b"'iuurion of 
'frec ioi terms for dr and d'

;#il;il. Er"rgv irdering of terms- Hund's rules'

t*:"t1'.":**"rt1.Ti", 
of El"-"nt' of Ligand field theory & Electronic spectra with ligand

field and crystal field'

YJ::l'll?:tl],ff'tffi:tffili nerd potentiars ror^o1 and 16 rierds' Meaning or Dq'

IHH:,IJ";i"i,g""a i"ra ;t"v'i"""r'i"g'utt- tl-fttt of weak crystal fields on terms'

Splitting due to lower symmetrt"t"if ttt'"" t-p"t'ra of dr and do systems T-S Diagrams wlth

specific examPles.

Learning Outcomes:

o Creating interest toward research via theory' calculation and pictorial presentation T-S

diagrams and crystal field theory'

Unit-IV
Dielectrics: Macroscopic description of the static dielectric constant- The static electronic and

ioruc oolanzabiliti.. ot 'not"tut?'J]'oi""i"il""ti't"'t"zation' 
Thc static dielectric constant oI

pases. The intemal field **tdi;; t;';;;il'iht 'i"iit 
die.lectnc constant of solids' classius-

-Mosetti equation. tt]" to*ptti"jl""l;;;;;';";;i;;t and dielectric losses' Dielectric losses'

,4,\,.*-a^l|
( ll;rir I:lit ll

P.G. lioartl r;l ..lt rrtlit,r in I'hv,.ir:s
,lclt:tr.r lr Ii- ., ju:r;r I rrirlisilv
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relaiation time- and Debye's relations, Cole-cole diagrams. The classical theory of electronic
polarization and optical absorption.
Learning Outcomes:

. Leaming concepts ofDielectrics and polarization

' study the fields through Lorentz field and pictorial representation to understand cole-
Cole diagrams.

Unit V
Ferroelectrics:, General properties of ferroelectric materials. classification and properties of
representative ferroelectrics, the dipole theory of ferroelectricity, objections against the dipole
theory, Ionic displacements and the behaviour of BaTio3 above the curie tempeiature, the thiory
ofspontaneous polarization of BaTio3. Thermodynamics of ferroelectric transitions, Ferroelectric
domains.
Learning Outcomes:

o Learning concepts of ferroelectric materials.
o creating interest toward research via theory and thermodynamics of ferro electric

transitions.

Course Outcomes:
) Snrdents will get knowledge on Elements of group theory and point $oups.D Students will be able to do crystal field theory, crystal field poientiJs and r-S diagrams.> Students will know what a polarization and Clasius_ Mosseti equation is.> understating of Ferroelectrics and theories, classifications and domains can also be done.

Text and Reference Books
l. Chemical applications of group theory by F.A. Cotton
2. Spectroscopy of molecules by Veera Reddy
3. Solid State Physics by A.J.Dekler (Macmillan)
4. Solid State Physics by C.Kittel
5. Advanced inorganic chemistry by F.A. Colton & G. Wilkinson

NorE : Question paper contains FIVE questions with intemar choice have to be set from each
unit. Each question carries l4 marks.

Chairnran
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DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS, ACHARYA NAGARJUNA UNIVERSITY
Syllabus approved in the PG Board ofStudies meeting held otx29-9-2021

(w.e.f. 2021-22 under CBCS)

M.Sc. Physics (Memester)
Paper I: Electromagnetic Theory, Lasers and Modern Optics PIIY 4.1

Course Objectives:
> Inhoduction to Electromagnetic waves

F To gain mathematical skills to develop theory of Electromagnetic laws

D To understanding ofconcept ofbasic laws in wave propagation

F To analyse the waves and antennas for signal propagation

> To understand the imponance of lasers in diversified fields.

D To analyse various optical devices for day to day life

D To understand linear optics and non-linear optical devices

UiIT-I Electromagnetic Waves

Electromagnetic Theory: Maxwell's equations -Ceneral wave equation-Propagation of light in

isotropic dielectric medium-Propagation of light in conducting medium -Skin depth -Laws of
reflection and refraction at the boundary of a dielectric interface-Fresenel's equations-Poy,nting's

theorern-Non-Uniqueness' of electromagnetic potentials and Gauge tlansformations (Coulomb and

Lorentz gauge).

Lcarning Outcomes:
> The students will be able to grasp the concepts ofelectlo magnetic theory, as well as its aims.

> Students will learn concepts of radiation, potentials, signal, and propagation of
electromagnetic waves in media.

) Students will acquire the knowledge on different types ofequations derived fiom Maxwell's

equations.

UMT-II Electromagnetic Radiation
Electromagnetic Radiation -Retarded Potentials Radiation from an Oscillating dipole -Electric
qudrupole- radiation-Linear Antenna -Lienard-Wiechert Potentials-Electromagnetic fields of a

uniformly moving point charge-Radiation from an acceleraled charge at low velocity-Larmor's

formula.
Learning Outcomes:

D The students will be able to grasp the production ofelectro magnetic radiation from different

accelerated charges, as well as its aims.

> Students will leam concepts of potentials, signal , Antenna theory.

UNIT-II Lrsers
Lasers: Introduction - directionality- brightness- monochromaticity- coherence - relation between the

coherence ofthe hetd and thc size of the source - The Einstein coefflcients Population inversion-

Pumping schemes attainment ofpopulation inversion - two level - three level and four level

pumping . Optical feedback: the optical resonator-Qualiry factor- laser power and threshold condition

confinement ofbeam within the resonator.Jine broadening mechanisms - natural, collision and

Doppler broadening-Types of Lasers:. He-Ne Laser, Semiconductor GaAs laser' CO: Laser, Nd-

YAG Laser- applications of lasers.

Lesrning Outcomes:
D Leam the principles behind working of lascr

qHiillf-i'""litt

B^*a"^



> Students will leam the importance ofabsorption and emission processes in lasers.> Stud€nts will acquire the knowledge about applications oflasers in different fields

YMT:lY lo., linear Oprics and Hotography
Basic Principles- Harmonic generation" -'Second harmonic generation-phase matching -ThirdHarmonic generation{pticar mixing -param€tri" g"n"rution oiiigrrt -rarametric light oscirator-Frequency up conversion-Self focusing of righi-Introduction 

-i'o 
aorogrrpny- Recording andreconstruction of Hologram-Basic theory of Holography-Diffuse object illumination-spe"tte p"anem

-Applications of Holography.
Learning Outcomes:

D Acquiring knowledge on Non linear optical devices and Holographic materials
> Students will acquire mathematical skills require to develop the harmonic generation
F students wi acquire the knowledge importance of hologmm after invention of lasers> Students will understand recording of hologram by basic laws

UNIT-V Fiber Optics
Introduction - totar intemar refraction -optical fib€r modes and coDfigurations- fiber t)?es - stepindex fiber structures - single mode fibers-Graded index fiber stnrcture - Fiber materials andfabrication- wave guide equation- wave equations for step indexed fibers - modal equation -attenuation - signar distonion on opticar wave guides - Block diagram of Iiber optic communicationsystem - Applications ofoptical fibers.
Learning Outcomes:

F Students will leam the principle ofoptical fiber for communication
> Leaming the physical significances ofdifferent types offibers
! Knowing the preparation ofdifferent techniques used for making optical fibers

Course Outcomes:
At the completion ofthis course students will be able to
Understand application oflasers in day to day life
Und€rstand communication ofsignals from one point to other
Student will understand the informalion on common basics invol
and fibre optics

D Acquire knowledge various scientific phenomena and their relevance in day to day life
_ D Teacher will teach the imponance of Electromagnetic theory and Modem OpticsText and Reference Books
l. Introduction to Electrodynamics by D.J.Grifliths, prentice_Hall, lndia
2. Electromagnetics by B.B. Laud, Wiley _Eastern, New Delhi.
3. Modem Optics by Fowels
4. Laser and their applications by M.J. Beesly, Taylor and Francis, I976.
5. Laser and Non-Linear Optics by B.B. Laud, Wiley Eastern fta.,l SS:.
6. Optics by E. Hechr, Addison Wiley, 1974.
7. Optical fibers communications by Gerel Keiser, McGraw Hill Boo! 2000.

NOTE : Question paper contains FtvE questions with intemar choice have to be set from each unitEach question carries 14 marks.
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DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS, ACHARYA NAGARJUNA UNIVERSITY
--6y1il;;pp-""4 in tie rc ioard of Studies meeting held on 29'9-2021

(w'e'f' 2021-22 under CBCS)
M,Sc. PhYsics (IV semester)

Paper-II: Atomic, Moleculer and Resonance Spectroscopy PIIY 4'2

Learning Obiectives:
. ihe subject of Molecular and Solid State Spectroscopy has reached a significant

advancement in high-precision experimental measurement techniques'

o The main objective is to teach the students the basic atomic and molecular (diatomic)

structues with quantum mechanical approach leading to their fundamental

spectroscoPies.

UNtT I: Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy

i*.ilil:'i;il;i; - oin".*.". 
-6J*"en 

Atomic Absorption spectroscopv and Flame

Emission Spectros"opy- eou"ntugl' of ni"tl" Absorption Spectroscopy over Flame Emission

;il;;;;.;y-Dt.;;;;"t"g., of-'e'torni" Absorption spectroscopv-Applications of Atomic

Absorption SPectroscoPY.

Learning Outcomes:

o To know about atomic structure and how they absorb the energy'

o To leam about different absorption techniques'

UNIT-II
Unit-II: Absorption spectrophotometer
Introduction-Beer's law-Absorptivit]lUV and Visible absorption-lnstrumentation-Block diagram

"i.o""""pttr"*.ter-gratings 
and-f'ris-s+adient energy sources-filters-photosensitive detectors-

barrier layer cells-phoro "*tt''u" "'"iit-pt'tt""f 
tlpf i*-iubes Relation between absorption in the

visible and UV region and molecular structure'

Lerning Outcomes:

o To know about absorption techniques'

o To acquire knowledge about absorption process and instrumentation

Unit-III: Raman spectroscopy- Introduction-Theory of Raman scattering-Rotational Raman

soectra_v ibrational Raman Spectra-i-ut.i nu.un specrroscopy - Sample Handling techniques-

;ffiil;;;;ii;-* i*,i*.i-rigt,-norit.r r.un.ron inrl nu.un Spectroscopv and i,"

aJditionul udr-tages over the conventional Raman Spectroscopy'

FTIR spectrometer-Principle-working-block diagrarn-molecular srructure-qualitative and

;;;";;;;;;Gis-applicationsdifference between FTIR and IR spcctrometer'

Learning Outcomes:- . io team about the molecular spectroscopy and its techniques'

o To know about the instrumentation ofFTIR'

UNIT-IV
NMR Theory, Basic Principles, Nuclear spin and Magnetic mome ' Relaxation mechanism' spin

lattice and spin-spin relaxation (12) times by pulse methods' Bloch's equations and solutions of

glo"lr', 
"qu*iona 

- Experimental methods' CW NMR Spectrometer' Electron Spin Resonance -

Vtu""a*,)
(llrlirrrran
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The ESR spectrometer, experimental 
. 
methods, thermal equilibrium and Relaxation methods,characteristics of g and A values, Unpaired electron, tr".,-*r"-u"a Hyperfine structure.Learning Outcomes:

o To learn the Basic principles ofNMR theory and Experimental melhods.o To study what is ESR and ESR spectrometer.

Nuclear quadrupole resonance (NQR) spectroscopy, The fundamental requirements of NeRspectroscopy, General principles, Integral spins and'iulr hr.g-iipin., experimenral detection ofNQR fiequencies, block diagrarn.of NQR spectrometer, r.p'".ir*r,"r methods of sR oscillator,CW oscillator, pulse methods. Mossbauer .O."oor"op, if," ito..bur", Effect, Recoil lessEmission and Absorption, The Mossbauer.sp."oo,,",.., t*p".i*"n,u, ,.rhod., Chemical shift,Magnetic Hvperline interacdons- photo Electron sr";;;;;; ; theory, insrrumentarion andApplications.

UNIT-V

Learning Outcomes:

To know about NeR and experimental detection ofNe frequencies.
To study Mossbauer spectoscopy.
To learn Photo electron spectroscopy and its applications.

Cource Outcomes:
After the completion ofthe course, students will be able to:o Describe theories explaining the structure ofatoms and the origin of the observed spectra.o Knows the different q/pes ofatomic spectra.o Explain the observed dependence of molecular, atomic and electron spectral lines onexternally applied electric and magnetic fields.o The student would be equipped with an in{epth knowledge of spectroscopic tecbliquesthat can be applied in solving problems.

Text and Reference Books:
L Atomic and Molecular Snectresgspy, Gurdeep Chatrval, Sharma Anand,Himalaya publishins House
2. Fundamentals of MJlecular Soectroscopy, C.N. Banwell, Tata Mc Graw-Hill,l9g3.3. Instrumenhl methods of Analysis Uy Wiilara. M;;;;;;;;;'
4. Molecular spectra and rvrolecurar stir;;;i;;'il;dly"6. u"ou"rg5. Introdudion to atomic spectra by H.E. White (T)
6. Fundamentals of molecular spectroscopy by C.B. Banwell (T)
7. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance By E.R. endrew, Curb.iag"'jniu..rity press 19558.,Spectroscopy by B.p. Stranghon and S,Walker Volum" -i.lotn Wit"y und Sons Inc., NewYork, 1976

9. Pulse and Fourier transform NMR by TC fanar and ED Becker, Academic press l97l10. Mossbauer Spectroscopy by M.B. Bhide.

NOTE : Question paper contains FrvE questions with internar choice have to be set from eachunit. Each question carries 14 marks.

ru*ilr*ilili,"'li''ii



DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS. ACHARYA NAGARJUNA UNIVERSITY

Syllabus approved in the PG Board of Studies meeting held on 29-9-2021

(w.e.f. 2021'22 under CBCS)

M.Sc. Physics (lV Semester)

Paper-lll: ADVANCES lN MATERIALS SCIENCE PHY 4.3

Course Objective:
F Acquiring the knowledge on material types and then introduction to glasses, glass forming

systems, glass transition temPeratures and applications ofglasses

> Introduction to liquid crystals

D To acquire knowledge on hexagonal, cubic and lamellar phases of amphiphilic molecular systems

P Obtain fundamental concepts and current knowledge of biomaterials and their biomedical

applications
> To demonstrate nanocrystalline materials tlpes and their properlies and also to understand

various approaches of nanomaterial synthesis and characterization

UnitJ
Introduction: Classification of Materials: Types of materials, Metals, Ceramics (glasses), polymers,

composites, semiconductors.

Glasses: The glass transition - theories for the glass transition, Factors that determine the glass-transition

temperature. Glass forming systems and ease ofglass formation, preparation ofglass materials.

Applications of Glasses: electronic applications, electrochemical applications, optical applications,

magnetic applications.

Learning outcomes:
. Classification of materials

o The basic knowledge about glass, glass preparation, characteristics of glass formation, factors of

glass transition, applications of Glasses

Unit-II
Biomaterials: lmplant materials: Stainless steels and its alloys, Ti and Ti based alloys, ceramic implant

materials;Hy&oxyapatiteglassceramics,Carbonlmptantmaterials,Polymericlmplantmaterials,Soft
tissue replacement implants, sutures, surgicat tapes and adhesives, heart valve implants, Artificial organs,

Hard Tissue replacement lmplants, lntemal Fracture Fixation Devices, wires, Pins, and Screws, Fracture

Plates.

Learning outcomes:
o The fundamentals of biomaterials

o To acquire knowledge about t)?es of implant materials and their biomedical usage

Unit-lU
Liquid crystats: Mesomorphism of anisotropic systems, different liquid crystalline phases and phase

transitions, Elastic continuum theory of liquid crystats, liquid crystals in electric and magnetic fields' few

applications of liquid crystals.

('hrirt:lrln
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Lerrning outcomes:
. To leam about rypes ofliquid crystals and theory ofliquid crystalso To acquire knowledge about defects and dynamics in liquid crystals

Unit-IV
Nanomaterirls:
origin of Nano materials-Zero, one and two dimensional Nano materials quantum confinement, densityof states, physical and chemical properties, synthesis of Nano materials-Bottom-up and ropdown
approaches, chemical methods: Sol-Gel process-Spray pyrolysis- Solvothermal synthesis-chemical
vapor deposition (CVD), Physical methods: Ball miliing-ine.t gas condensarion technique-Thermal
evaporation-Pulsed Laser Deposition (plD)_sputtering-Laser ablation method.
Learning outcomes:

. To understand various types ofnano crystalline materialso To describe several synthesis methods for fabrication ofnanomaterialso To anallze and characterize the properties of nanomaterials using various characterization

. 
techni{ues

Unit-V: Carbon based nanomaterials:
carbon based molecules and carbon bond - c60: Discovery, synthesis and skucture ofc60 - Superconductivity in c60 - carbon nanotubes: 

' iabrication - structure _
E-lectrical properties - vibrationar properties - Mechanical properties - Applications(fuel cells, chemical sensors, catalysis).
Learning outcomes:

o To understand various types of Carbon nanotubes.
o To describe electrical properties
o Applications ofnanomaterials

Course Outcome:
At the end ofthe course the student is expected to assimilate the following and possesses basic knowledge
ofthe following.

) The fundamental knowtedge about material classification, glass, glass preparation, characteristics
of glass formation, factors of glass transition, applications of Glasses) The knowledge about types of biomaterials used in various implants

Text books
I Inorganic solids D. M. Adams (John-Wiley)
2 Physics of Amorphous Materials by S.R. Elliott.
3 Fundamentals of thermotropic liquid crystals, deJen and Vertoghen
4 Nanocrystalline materials- H. Gleiter
5 . Biomaterials Science and Engg. J.B. park
6' lntroduction to Material science for Engineers by James. F. Shackerford (Newyork. r9g5)
7'charles P Poole Jr., Frank J. ownes, Introduction to Nanotechnorogy, John wiley Sons,
8. Science of Engineering Materials and Carbon Nanotubes, C.M. SRIVASTAVA

and C. SRINIVASAN (New Age tnt).

NOTE : Question paper contains FlvE questions wirh intemal choice have to be set from each unit. Each
question carries l4 marks.
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DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS, ACHARYA NAGARJUNA UNIVERSITY

Syllabus approved in the PC Board of Studies meeting held on 29-9-2021

(w.e.f. 2021-22 under CBCS)
M.Sc. PHYSICS (lV semester)

Paper IV: Advanced Condensed Matter Phvsics PHY 4'4

Course Objective:
P The lattice dynamics of the solids are discussed briefly to understand the influence of

interatomic forces on crystals of different bonding nature and studied thermal properties

ofthe solids including the interaction ofelectron, photon and phonons'

D Understanding of the crystal glowth techniques with different stales of the matter'

> Interaction ofthe electrons with phonons and polaron.

) Properties and practical applications of superconductors.

TJNIT I
Lattice Dynamics and optical properties of Solids; Inter atomic forces and lattice dynamics of

simple metals, ionic and covalent crystals. Optical phonons and dielcctric constants. Inelastic

neutron scattering. Anhormonicity, thermal expansion and thermal conductivity. Interaction of

electrons and phonons with photons., Direct and indirect hansitions.

Learning outcome:
. To know how interatomic forces acting on crystal lattice, thermal properties of the solid

state matter.

. Optical properties of the matter are understood with the help of electron, phonon, photon

interaction.

IJNIT II
crystal growth techniques: Bridgeman-czochralskiJiquid encapsulated czochralski (LEC)

growth technique-zone refining and floating zone groMh{hemical vapour deposition (cvD)-

Molecular beam epitaxy (MovPE)-vapour phase epitaxy-hydrothermal growth-Growth from

melt solutions-Flame fusion method.

Learning outcome:
o To know how to grow crystals using diflerent preparation techniques.

o Understanding the advanlages and difficulties in the process of growing crystals'

UNIT III
Absorption in insulators, Polaritons, one - phonon absorption, optical properties of metals, skin

effect and anomalous skin effect. Interaction of electrons with acoustic and optical phonons,

polarons.

Lerrning outcome:
. Students can understand the absorption process in insulators then optical propeties are

observed.

o To know the basic understanding of normal and anomalous skin eflect, penetration depth

etc,

.t'':: lllL i" vn'n"
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TJNIT IV
i,*"*.,*r,r:rheMeissnereffec-:.Iji#::H j;;n:[:*l;tq:::qti::hi:
."I.::H+l*r :ff:i#tl;litri:{["*:":"'X';tffi',":lX,i"' ;'"#:,llj"ii

::[:##,:"J.:'"lriffil'#";; 
"'o]'*'o'"""'"-hish 

temperature superconductivitv

(elementary).

Lerrning outcome:

o Understand the basic theory of superconductors and their Type I and Il classifications'

. Comprehend th" pf'Vti""i*"ttpi of BCS theory through formation ofcooper parrs'

. AdvantaBes of lo'"pt"* "ff"ct 
of superconductors and practical applications of

superconductors in various fields'

UNIT V

Characterization luthoiqlilrrution of diffracted X-rays for structure determination'

X-rav diffraction. data mantputar'"t'. "l :i:'^::: -,"'.i...,.,u. Transmission Electron

il[*',:'-;$.f*;";:::l*ffi 'l:."T:[,1,"Ti""1?iiJl"';,1";;trci*Josc

measurements.
Lerrning outcome:

o Understand the basic lnstrumentation and working principle of advanced instruments'

. To know the applications of materials using the various techniques'

Course outcome: r -:r^.- rhc im,,'ortant features of condensed matter
"'";" ;; t;;;"nts should be able to elucidate the important 

'-il;;;il;*pp'r;jilil1;,;,jl*;,1"[1"':::ff 
:"'f:fJ[:xt'j:ffi .

> Students leamed the inte

" li";T:I';l'l;;:1":'11'ffi" I 'nd""'ood 
and the crassification and different

practicaiapplications are explained 
echniques used for materials

> Student can understand the various characterization I

characterization '

Tert and Reference Books

i tJlr"*, lntroduction to solid State Theory'

i. i"rrr*rr, Quan$m theory of Solid State'

i. t uun , irt"ot"tical Solid State Phvsics

+. fin"tt Quunturn theory of Solids

t. J"UU tti 
" 
*n ics by Guptha Kumar and Sarma

;.;;il;;;;r'i"' s o pitt'i New Age rnternationar

?. Science of Engineering Mat;iai;: C'fr s'iuuu'u und c srinivasan-New Age

, H:T::#:f:Practice of electron Microcopv: tan' M watt-cambridge Universitv

Press, 1997'

NOTE : Question paper contains FIVE questions with intemal choice have to be set

"-^* 
f.o* 

"uth 
unit' Each question carries 14 marks'
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